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Abstract 
 

In this paper we mainly discuss about the problem of identifying the misbehaving nodes in a multi hop ad-hoc network. Misbehaving 

nodes identification is done using co-operative incentive based approaches. We are considering a cluster based system for identifying 

misbehaving nodes in a network. A cluster overhead is selected in each cluster for communicating with other clusters. Proposed system is 

capable of detecting misbehaving nodes using the cluster formation and also the degradation of network lifetime is decreased when com-

pared to the existing protocol. By selecting the cluster over-head we have marginally reduced the time-delay and packet loss ratio in 

(network simulator 2) simulation environment. Acknowledgement schemes are used to identify selective packet droppers. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile Ad-hoc networks are self-configuring wireless nodes 

placed randomly in the environment. In mobile ad-hoc networks 

communication between nodes is done in the form of packets. 

Successful delivery of packets between the intermediate nodes 

helps in the completion of transmitting data from sender node to 

the receiver node. As mobile ad-hoc nodes changes their position 

with respect to time this causes delay in packet transmission and 

changes its link to new nodes. Due to this dynamic nature of the 

nodes route discovery has become difficult and insecure. To re-

solve this problem various routing and security protocols are been 

proposed. These routing protocols are of two types proactive and 

reactive. Among these routing protocols we are considering 

AODV and DSR routing protocols based on our requirement. 

TCP/IP protocol is used for communication between nodes. 

AMD audit based misbehavior detection protocol is been used for 

identifying misbehaving nodes in a network. AMD protocol iden-

tifies the misbehaving nodes by auditing the nodes present in the 

network. Auditing of the nodes can be termed as calculating the 

number of packets transmitted by the transmitting node and the 

number of packets received by the intermediate nodes. The num-

ber of packets received by every intermediate node during the 

transmission is been calculated. Based on the transmission of more 

number of packets by an intermediate node to the successive node 

with less packet loss ratio is identified as a reputed node in that 

network. 

Credit based system is also used in this protocol. Credit based 

systems are known for providing credits to the nodes for transmit-

ting packets. They will not provide any credit to the malicious 

nodes in our system.  

This helps in reducing malicious nodes in the network. If a node in 

the network is not responding up to particular time and not for-

warding packets then the node is identified as a misbehaving node 

and no credit is provided. That type of nodes are avoided in the 

future transmission of packets. Acknowledgement scheme is used 

for knowing successful reception of packets by the receiver. How-

ever AMD fails to detect packet droppers effectively and causes 

delay for finding the alternative routing path. A security algorithm 

is also been implemented in the AMD protocol in which encryp-

tion of data is done at the transmitter end and decryption is done at 

the receiver end to avoid the loss of data by the malicious node. 

Malicious nodes are otherwise categorized as unwanted nodes 

which are not part of our network joins into our network without 

our knowing. These nodes maybe included into our network by 

the attackers seeking information of our network. Implementation 

of encryption and decryption techniques reduces some malicious 

nodes entering into our network. There are many encryption and 

decryption techniques are present among them RSA algorithm is 

been used in the implementation of audit based misbehavior detec-

tion protocol. 

2. Misbehaving nodes identification 

Audit based misbehavior detection provides misbehaving node 

identification eliminating those nodes from a certain network. 

Identification of these nodes can be resolved in the two modules 

reputation module, route discovery module a) reputation module: 

It is responsible for computing the reputation of nodes in a net-

work. A decentralized approach is implemented in which each 

node maintains its own view of reputation of remaining nodes in a 

network b) route-discovering-module: Malicious nodes with low 

reputation causes the loss of time and a new routing path has to be 

detected to avoid this a new routing path with highest number of 

trust worthy nodes has to be identified.  

Incremental intrusion works on the basis of both signature based 

detection and anomaly detection. It also helps to detect unknown 

pattern of anomaly. It is assumed that network of sensor nodes are 

deployed in a network and then passes through the various phases: 

Cluster formation phase, Cluster head and Function point nomina-

tion phase, sensor nodes grouping phase, intrusion detection 

phase, decision making phase. i) Cluster formation phase: In this 
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approach, sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a network and 

group of nodes are formed into networks and these group of net-

works are formed into cluster. ii) Cluster head and Function point 

nomination phase: In a certain network cluster head identification 

is done by broadcasting a message to all nodes in a network to 

respond with their respective energy levels. The node with the 

highest residual energy within a cluster will be chosen as Cluster 

Head and the node with second highest energy will be chosen as 

Function point of the cluster. There can be more than one function 

point in a cluster iii) Sensor node grouping phase: Within a cluster 

sensor nodes are grouped. In other case we are forming the pairs 

of sensor nodes, in that case when a new sensor node is deployed 

in to a network it cannot be able work without forming a pair with 

other node sensor nodes very close to each other will form a 

group. When a group is formed, then an acknowledgment message 

is sent to the cluster head. Once the cluster head receives all the 

acknowledgements it identifies the function point which works as 

an IDS agent within a network. IV) Intrusion Detection Configura-

tion phase: It configures the nodes to detect security threats in a 

network  

a) Key Based Authentication Between Nodes 

In the proposed protocol we are implementing a key based securi-

ty system between the nodes in the network. The basic functionali-

ty of this key based system is that each message that has to be 

transmitted by the transmitter to the receiver undergoes encryption 

and decryption techniques. This encryption and decryption tech-

nique is the most commonly used security measure for the nodes. 

Here in this case we are providing a key based security system by 

assigning a key for every transmission that occurs in the network. 

Every individual correct node knows the key to be entered to 

transmit the packets. If the individual node doesn’t know the key 

and causes mismatch of key then it takes alternative routing path 

avoiding that node and marks that as a faulty or misbehaving 

node. This key based system helps in identifying and eliminating 

the misbehaving nodes more effectively. Each individual node in 

the cluster or the selected routing path key is shared among them 

to forward packets without any loss in packets. This also helps in 

reducing the no of packets lost and helps in reducing the delay 

time for identifying new path and sending the data securely. In 

other way we can improve the security by applying authentication 

for each nodes transmission in that case each node sends a authen-

tication message to the master or the cluster overhead whether to 

accept the data or not the master should authenticate each node by 

giving access to participate in the communication process but 

rather this is a time consuming process and results in increasing 

the delay time and that leads to the loss of packets increasing with 

respect to the delay caused. Various new security protocols are 

also being developed to improve the security of the packets. 

b) Proposed Protocol Implementation 

The proposed protocol has be designed to overcome the short 

comes of the existing protocol in such a way that it provides a 

more reliable secure and safest path by reducing the delay time 

and reducing the packet loss ratio. The designed protocol provides 

better results when compared to existing protocols in the follow-

ing parameters reduced delay time, increased throughput, in-

creased channel frequency, increased source and destination fre-

quencies, and it also provides better results in terms of reduced 

packet loss ratio and increase in no of packets received at each 

individual intermediate node and the overall protocol frequency 

has also been increased. The implementation of the proposed pro-

tocol is carried out by considering a group of nodes or a network 

and we are forming nodes as clusters and we are assigning cluster 

overheads to cluster based on their energy levels. While consider-

ing the cluster overheads each node in the cluster communicates 

with the remaining nodes in that cluster based on the packets re-

ceived, frequency of each node and energy levels one node is 

elected as a cluster overhead and the node with second highest 

energy level is considered as fraction point. These clusters are 

dynamic in nature and changes from one place to another with 

respect to time. After formation of these clusters each cluster in 

the network communicates with all the other clusters and the sta-

tus of each node in the network is obtained after the communica-

tion of clusters we are identifying the misbehaving nodes, LTP 

(low transmitting power) nodes, FMR (false misbehavior report 

authentication) nodes and the nodes capable of transmitting high 

no of packets are identified.  

Now we are starting a transmission between the nodes implement-

ing single acknowledgment scheme and starting transmission of 

packets. In this single acknowledgment scheme firstly the source 

and destination nodes are identified and packets are being for-

warded to the next intermediate trustworthy node while receiving 

packets from source each intermediate node must provide a key 

which has been provided by the source before the transmission the 

nodes capable of providing the key are only allowed to participate 

in the transmission. In this protocol the intermediate nodes does 

not prefer shortest path it takes only the longest path to reduce the 

time delay it is possible because we are selecting the intermediate 

nodes with high energy levels. Upon successful transmission the 

destination sends an acknowledgment to the source that it has 

received the packets successfully. In another case we are consider-

ing two-acknowledgment scheme and starting transmission by 

identifying the source and destination nodes in the two acknowl-

edgment scheme each intermediate node participated in the trans-

mission sends an acknowledgment to the previous node regarding 

the transmission of packets the source node receives acknowledg-

ments from each and every node participating in the transmission. 

3. Experimental results 

 
Fig. 1: Network Formation Considering 20 Nodes and Implementing Au-

dit Based Misbehavior Detection. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Identification of Malicious and Misbehaving Nodes Using AMD. 
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Fig. 3: Implementation of Proposed Protocol by Forming Clusters 

 

 
Fig. 4: Cluster Overhead Identification and Obtaining Individual Nodes 

Status. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Implementation of the Proposed Protocol and Transmitting Packets 
between Source and Destination Using Single Acknowledgment and Two 

Acknowledgment Schemes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X-axis- Individual nodes delay time. 

Y-axis- Simulation time. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Comparison in Delay Ratio of Networks with and without Cluster 

Formation. 

 

X-axis- No of packets. 

Y-axis- Simulation time. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Comparison in Throughput of Networks with and without Cluster 

Formation. 

 

X-axis- Frequency of the channel. 

Y-axis-Simulation time. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Comparison in Channel Frequency of Networks with and without 
Cluster Formation. 
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X-axis-Frequency at source. 

Y-axis-Overall channel frequency. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Comparison in Frequency at Source of Networks with and without 

Cluster Formation. 

 

X-axis-Frequency at destination. 

Y-axis-Overall channel frequency. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Comparison in Frequency at Destination of Networks with and 
without Cluster Formation. 

4. Conclusion 

In the proposed protocol effectively and more efficiently reduces 

packet droppers in a network. The malicious nodes detection in 

the paths between the sender & receiver and basic encryption and 

decryption are done and shortest path available among optimized 

paths is done in the form of the cluster. Delay ratio has been re-

duced. The proposed protocol gives better performance in terms of 

less packet loss ratio and improved energy level and frequency 

range and thus increases the network life time. The throughput 

ratio had been improved after the formation of cluster head in a 

given network. 
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